THE WORLD’S FINEST FIFTH WHEELS
The 36XTRM5 desk and E-center, shown with optional fireplace. By mounting the 32” LCD tv on the wall and hiding the DVD/stereo in the overhead cabinet, workspace has been maximized on the desktop.

On the cover, the Carri-Lite Emerald 36SBQ, with its dramatic bath hall entrance and large kitchen area.

THE WORLD’S FINEST FIFTH WHEELS

The 36SBQ’s flush mount 2-burner stove and convection microwave make cooking convenient and the corian sink covers add workspace when needed.

The Carri-Lite Arizona Room option, with larger side windows and accompanying dual-pane ceiling windows, is an ever-popular option for scenery searching Carri-Lite owners. (2 standard folding dinette chairs not shown).
The 36SBQ, shown with optional dish drawer in Breckenridge and Cherry wood. The island kitchen does a great job of separating the dinette from the kitchen and living room, while adding storage and showing off the gorgeous radius Corian counters. The optional HPL flooring is durable yet luxurious.
The 2008 Carri-Lite 36XTRM5, shown with our Cherry Wood, Breckenridge decor and Emerald Package. The first five slide-out fifth wheel in the industry continues to dazzle with the ideal living room/kitchen arrangement. The kitchen cabinets maximize storage by reaching the ceiling while the huge sink and Quartz countertops allow for plenty of elbow room.
The improved 36XTRM5 bedroom, with Carriage’s “french door to the floor” privacy, shown in Breckenridge and Cherry.

The revitalized 2008 Carri-Lite bedroom, with 29 doors and drawers in the bedroom alone. 19” bedroom TV standard, Polk Audio I-sonic available in Emerald package only.

The 36SBQ bathroom, with plenty of “get ready” space and a colored 1-piece shower with seat and brushed nickel hardware.
New for 2008, the Emerald upgrade package as shown in this 36SBQ, offered in all the current Carri-Lite floorplans with both exterior and interior package upgrades. See Page 12 for the complete list. This 36SBQ is shown in the Juniper Berry fabric with Glazed Maple wood.
THE WORLD’S FINEST FIFTH WHEELS
ALUMINUM ROOF TRUSSES 16” ON CENTER, WITH A 5” CAVITY AND A 3” CROWN

FEATURE: Household construction with household fiberglass insulation. BENEFIT: 16” centers and 1/2” decking allow for a walkable roof, while the insulation maximizes the AC efficiency.

BENEFIT: Lighter weight than wood trusses with no chance of wood rot. Also has efficient cooling, with no condensation buildup.

Mor/Ryde SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

FEATURE: This system adds over 2 inches of vertical travel and more closely matches the suspension of the tow vehicle. BENEFIT: Better ride quality, a 30% improvement of smoothing out road abnormalities, making it easier on you and the contents of your coach.

Mor/Ryde PIN BOX

FEATURE: rubber equalizer built into the king pin. BENEFIT: Eases the front-to-back chatter and “porpoise” motion typically found pulling a fifth wheel.
ALUMINUM STUDS WELDED ON 16” CENTERS
FEATURE: We design and build our walls to have a superior strength and durability. Every aluminum stud is welded on 16” centers.
BENEFIT: This construction technique provides improved support for interior overhead cabinets, reduces the damaging flex that may occur in walls built with studs randomly placed and minimizes the possibility of cracks in the sidewall material.

OWENS CORNING FIBERGLASS INSULATION
FEATURE: Spun fiberglass insulation is recognized as the premium insulating material in both the residential and RV industries.
BENEFIT: Fiberglass insulation traps dead air more efficiently than styrofoam insulation and breathes easier than styrofoam, increasing insulation capabilities.

CARRIAGE EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY. THE BEST WARRANTY AVAILABLE PERIOD.
2YR/5YR WARRANTY. THIS IS THE BEST WARRANTY IN THE RV INDUSTRY.
BENEFIT: NO EXCLUSIONS FOR FULL TIMERS. UNLIKE OUR COMPETITION, WE WANT YOU TO ENJOY OUR COACHES YEAR-ROUND.

DOCKING CENTER
FEATURE: All-in-one exterior hookup station for both plumbing and entertainment connections, including standard electric dump valves.
BENEFIT: makes camp setup easier and hides ugly connections with the under mounted access panel.
Derived from our loyal customer base, the 36SBQ only requires the push of a button and its 40" Sony LCD tv rises up from the rear entertainment center, but stays hidden when not in-use in order to show off the rear view from the 3 windows.

Even with the optional fireplace, storage abounds around the desk of the 36XTRM5.
STANDARD FEATURES

- **Interior**:
  - Optional 40” LCD Sony TV
  - Optional 32” Sony LCD TV
  - Optional MORryde® MORyre
  - Optional Nex-R-Lube® Axles
  - Optional Hardwood cabinet stiles
  - Optional Corian® countertops in kitchen

- **Exterior**:
  - Optional Ultra Fab electric rear leveling
  - Optional Cargo tray and LP sliding tray
  - Optional Battery tray
  - Optional 12” x 12’ awning
  - Optional 2nd Carrier® AC 13.5k (N/A in floor)
  - Optional 110V recept in basement (DS)

- **Safety**:
  - Optional 12V blood in bathroom and shower room
  - Optional LED lights in refrigerator
  - Optional 12V power vent in bathroom and shower room

- **Functional**:
  - Optional MORryde® MORyre
  - Optional Hardwood raised panel wood doors
  - Optional Decorative mirror and coat hooks

- **Convenience**:
  - Optional Solar panel prep
  - Optional Pullout grab handle at entrance
  - Optional 12V power outlet for oven in kitchen
  - Optional 12V power outlet at rear of van

- **Storage**:
  - Optional 110V exterior recept (GFI)
  - Optional Felt lined exterior compartments
  - Optional 12V battery installed
  - Optional Generator Onan®

- **Welfare**:
  - Optional Equipment for wheelchair accessibility
  - Optional Day/night shades
  - Optional Dual pane windows

LIVING ROOM STANDARD FEATURES

- Optional Wood burning stove
- Optional Optional 3M® Whole house water filter
- Optional Optional Hardwood raised panel wood doors
- Optional Optional Halogen lighting in kitchen

KITCHEN STANDARD FEATURES

- Optional Optional Porcelain stool
- Optional Optional Under mounted bathroom sink
- Optional Optional 2nd Carrier® AC 13.5k (N/A in floor)
- Optional Optional Pullout grab handle at entrance

BEDROOM STANDARD FEATURES

- Optional Optional Wardrobe closet with mirror
- Optional Optional Pullout grab handle at entrance
- Optional Optional Porcelain stool
- Optional Optional Under mounted bathroom sink

ENTERTAINMENT STANDARD FEATURES

- Optional Optional Porcelain stool
- Optional Optional Under mounted bathroom sink

INSULATION VALUES:

- Optional Optional Floor R-24, Roof/ends R-18, Walls R-8

INTRODUCING THE 2008 EMERALD PACKAGE UPGRADE

- Optional Optional Independent front jacks
- Optional Optional Full paint scheme with raised emerald logo
- Optional Optional Exterior E-center with LCD TV and stereo
- Optional Optional MORryde independent suspension and disc brakes
- Optional Optional Carefree Travel-R® electric awning with Uniguard
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Due to continual improvement of Carriage Inc. products, we reserve the right to change material, colors, specifications and prices at any time without prior notification. Selected decorator items used in the photos are not part of the product, Carriage, Inc. assumes no responsibility for any error in type or print reproduction of specifications or color in this brochure.